Classification of the first web space free flap of the foot and its applications in reconstruction of the hand.
Owing to its unique anatomic arterial supply and dual nerve innervation, the first web space of the foot can be used to harvest various sizes and shapes of flaps, which the authors have classified into four types according to their usage in hand reconstruction. This in turn depends on the site, shape, and size of the soft-tissue defect in the hand. Web skin flaps (n = 8) were used in prevention of contracture in the first web space and for proximal finger reconstruction. Two-island skin flaps (n = 4) were used to resurface the pulp defect in two adjacent fingers. In severe adduction contracture of the first web space, fill-up web flaps (n = 10) were used to replace the volume defect after a release procedure in the hand. Adjuvant web flaps (n = 9) were used in wrap-around procedures, in dorsalis pedis flap transfer, and in vascularized joint transfer to supplement the main flaps and to restore sensation in the reconstructed area. In the past 10 years up to February of 1998, a total of 31 patients with soft-tissue defects in the hand and fingers were reconstructed using the web space free flap with flap survival rate of 100 percent. The mean static 2-point discrimination was 8.5 (7.2 to 10) mm, and the mean first web angle was 86 degrees. The advantage of the first web space flap from the foot is that it can easily be harvested to match various sizes and shapes of defects in the hand and fingers. In addition, because of the anatomic similarity in contour, thickness, texture, and nerve innervation with the hand, the sensory restoration is excellent with minimal morbidity at the donor site. By classifying the flaps into four types according to various sizes, shapes, and the site from which the flap are harvested, clinical usefulness in various types of hand and finger reconstruction was confirmed.